
Deep Learning
Week 14: AI in Human Society: Part 1



Robustness

● How well do models generalize to real data?
○ IID assumption often doesn’t hold in the real world



https://paperswithcode.com/sota/image-classification-on-imagenet



Do ImageNet Classifiers Generalize to ImageNet?

● Recreate the ImageNet test set following the original data curation protocol 
○ Query images uploaded to Flickr in the same time frame

Recht, Benjamin, et al. "Do imagenet classifiers generalize to imagenet?." International conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2019.



Do ImageNet Classifiers Generalize to ImageNet?

● Significant performance 
drop across all models

● Hard to satisfy the IID 
assumption

● Model performance lies 
on a line

○ Ranking largely 
unchanged!

Recht, Benjamin, et al. "Do imagenet classifiers generalize to imagenet?." International conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2019.



Robustness Under Distribution Shift

ImageNet-Renditions

● Collection of images for 200 ImageNet classes in various different styles

Hendrycks, Dan, et al. "The many faces of robustness: A critical analysis of out-of-distribution generalization." Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF international conference on computer vision. 2021.



Robustness Under Distribution Shift

ImageNet-Renditions

● Top1-Error increases dramatically
○ 6.8% → 58.7%



Robustness Under Distribution Shift

ImageNet-Sketch

● Collection of black-and-white sketches for ImageNet classes

Wang, Haohan, et al. "Learning robust global representations by penalizing local predictive power." Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 32 (2019).



Robustness Under Distribution Shift

ImageNet-Sketch

● Significant drop in accuracy
● Data augmentation improves performance

○ Never approach in-domain performance

Wang, Haohan, et al. "Learning robust global representations by penalizing local predictive power." Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 32 (2019).



Accuracy on the Line

How does OOD performance relate to ID performance?



Accuracy on the Line

OOD accuracy is often linearly 
correlated with ID accuracy

● OOD performance scales 
predictably with ID performance

● Ranking of models is stable 
across settings

Miller, John P., et al. "Accuracy on the line: on the strong correlation between out-of-distribution and in-distribution generalization." International conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2021.



Self-Supervised Learning: Masked Autoencoders (MAE)

He, K., Chen, X., Xie, S., Li, Y., Dollár, P., & Girshick, R. (2022). Masked autoencoders are scalable vision learners. In Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF 
conference on computer vision and pattern recognition (pp. 16000-16009).





MAE Robustness

● Compared to supervised ViTs
○ Outperforms on in-domain data
○ Significantly outperforms on out-of-distribution data

In-Domain Performance

Out-of-Domain Performance



CLIP (Contrastive Language–Image Pre-training)

Conde, M. V., & Turgutlu, K. (2021). CLIP-Art: Contrastive pre-training for fine-grained art classification. In Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Conference on 
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (pp. 3956-3960).



https://openai.com/research/clip



CLIP Robustness

Significantly improved robustness over supervised ImageNet training

● No longer “out-of-distribution” 
○ CLIP pre-training data likely has paintings, sketches, etc.



Adversarial Examples

● Can you develop “adversarial” data?
○ Specifically designed to trick the model

● Update the image data with gradient ascent using the classification loss

Goodfellow, Ian, Jonathon Shlens, and Christian Szegedy. "Explaining and Harnessing Adversarial Examples."



Adversarial Examples

● Seemingly all classification models of natural images are susceptible to 
adversarial examples

○ Likely an inevitability of classifiers in high-dimensional spaces with most data distributions

Goodfellow, Ian, Jonathon Shlens, and Christian Szegedy. "Explaining and Harnessing Adversarial Examples."



Adversarial Attacks

● White-box setting: Have full access to model weights, gradient, etc.
○ Perform some variant gradient ascent on the image 

Madry, Aleksander, et al. "Towards Deep Learning Models Resistant to Adversarial Attacks." International Conference on Learning Representations. 2018.



Adversarial Attacks

● Black-box setting: Only have access to the model output probability
○ For example, a public API

● How to attack the black-box model with a limited budget of queries?



Simple Black Box Adversarial Attack (SimBA)

● Increase or decrease one color of 
a single randomly chosen pixel at 
each iteration

○ Based on the probability from the API



Simple Black Box Adversarial Attack (SimBA)

● Can attack most images with less than 600 queries
○ No access to model gradients!



Adversarial Examples in the Real World

Demo

Wu, Zuxuan, et al. "Making an invisibility cloak: Real world adversarial attacks on object detectors." Computer Vision–ECCV 2020: 16th European Conference, Glasgow, UK, August 
23–28, 2020, Proceedings, Part IV 16. Springer International Publishing, 2020.

https://www.cs.umd.edu/~tomg/projects/invisible/


Long-Tail Behavior

● Data often has a “long-tail” of rare phenomena
○ E.g., Word frequency in a corpus

● Models learn from large volumes of data
○ Models struggle to capture rare phenomena

Frequency

Frequency Rank



Long-Tail Image Classification

Classification model fails to recognize cows at the beach

Beery, Sara, Grant Van Horn, and Pietro Perona. "Recognition in terra incognita." Proceedings of the European conference on computer vision (ECCV). 2018.





Long-Tail Knowledge

Count occurrence of documents referencing different entities

Kandpal, Nikhil, et al. "Large language models struggle to learn long-tail knowledge." International Conference on Machine Learning. PMLR, 2023.



Language Models Struggle to Learn Long-Tail Knowledge

● LMs struggle to answer questions 
about rare entities

Kandpal, Nikhil, et al. "Large language models struggle to learn long-tail knowledge." International Conference on Machine Learning. PMLR, 2023.



Language Models Struggle to Learn Long-Tail Knowledge

● Immensely large models would be 
necessary to get high accuracy on 
long-tail knowledge

Kandpal, Nikhil, et al. "Large language models struggle to learn long-tail knowledge." International Conference on Machine Learning. PMLR, 2023.



Language Models Struggle to Learn Long-Tail Knowledge

● Perform well on long-tail QA when given 
relevant documents

Kandpal, Nikhil, et al. "Large language models struggle to learn long-tail knowledge." International Conference on Machine Learning. PMLR, 2023.



Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG)

● Integrate a retrieval system into LLMs to improve access to long-tail 
knowledge 

○ E.g., search Wikipedia for relevant documents

Schick, Timo, et al. "Toolformer: Language models can teach themselves to use tools." Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 36 (2024).



Language Model Hallucinations

“A Survey on Hallucination in Large Language Models: Principles, Taxonomy, Challenges, and Open Questions”



Hallucinations in Legal Filings



Hallucinations

Easy to elicit!



Calibration

● “Language Models (Mostly) Know What They Know?”
● LMs are pretty well calibrated!

○ Multiple choice evaluation

Kadavath, Saurav, et al. "Language models (mostly) know what they know." arXiv 
preprint arXiv:2207.05221 (2022).



How to Incorporate Uncertainty

● Can ask the LM to evaluate the likelihood of their own answers



Automated Decision Making

● Automated decision making (about 
humans)

○ Recidivism Prediction
○ Hiring
○ Performance evaluations

● Well intentioned:
○ Humans are slow and expensive
○ Humans are prejudiced / get tired / 

hangry

Problems:

● No corrective feedback loop
● Biases in data are perpetuated

○ Negative feedback loops
● Lack of transparency
● Even rare errors are detrimental to 

victims
● Multiple institutions using the same 

software, making the same errors / 
decisions



Recidivism Prediction

https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing



Recidivism Prediction



https://www.nbcnews.com/news/nbcblk/racial-bias-found-widely-used-health-care-algorithm-n1076436



https://www.reuters.com/article/idUSKCN1MK0AG/





https://www.theverge.com/2024/2/21/24079371/google-ai-gemini-generative-inaccurate-historical



Defining Fairness

Impossibility Theorem:

Cannot satisfy all three conditions except in trivial cases

Kleinberg, Jon, Sendhil Mullainathan, and Manish Raghavan. "Inherent Trade-Offs in the Fair Determination of Risk Scores." 8th Innovations in Theoretical 
Computer Science Conference (ITCS 2017). Schloss Dagstuhl-Leibniz-Zentrum fuer Informatik, 2017.



AI Safety



AI Safety



Advancing AI Capabilities

Found a recipe to reliably improve AI capabilities

Companies engaged in an arms race to develop the most capable model

Ganguli, Deep, et al. "Predictability and surprise in large generative models." Proceedings of the 2022 ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and 
Transparency. 2022.



Emergent AI Capabilities

Ganguli, Deep, et al. "Predictability and surprise in large generative models." Proceedings of the 2022 ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and 
Transparency. 2022.



Is Emergence a Mirage?

● Emergence can be an artifact of the eval metric
● Addition capabilities improve smoothly when 

using a more granular metric
○ Exact match accuracy -> Token edit distance

● May not know what capabilities to track
○ May not be able to define a granular metric 

Schaeffer, Rylan, Brando Miranda, and Sanmi Koyejo. "Are emergent abilities of large language models a mirage?." Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 36 (2024).



Rate of AI Progress

Can we accurately forecast model capabilities?

Jacob Steinhardt paid professional forecasters to predict AI progress on a range of 
benchmarks

https://bounded-regret.ghost.io/ai-forecasting/

https://bounded-regret.ghost.io/ai-forecasting/


Rate of AI Progress

https://bounded-regret.ghost.io/ai-forecasting-one-year-in/

https://bounded-regret.ghost.io/ai-forecasting-one-year-in/


https://bounded-regret.ghost.io/ai-forecasting-one-year-in/

https://bounded-regret.ghost.io/ai-forecasting-one-year-in/




Forecasting Results: One Year In

https://bounded-regret.ghost.io/ai-forecasting-one-year-in/

https://bounded-regret.ghost.io/ai-forecasting-one-year-in/


https://www.anthropic.com/news/measuring-model-persuasiveness 

https://www.anthropic.com/news/measuring-model-persuasiveness


AI Alignment

Example: Fine-tune LM with RLHF to be helpful and truthful

● Current regime:
○ Expect model to learn something like “try to tell the truth”

● For a more knowledgeable model:
○ Could imagine a model learning something like “try to say something your developers believe, 

whether or not it’s true”
○ Reward hacking!



AI Alignment

How to align increasingly capable AI systems with human values?

Even if the models exhibit superhuman capabilities 



Where will it take us?

It might kill us all!

● Evil actors will use A.I. for evil
● Allows few to control many
● LLM are already smarter than many 

humans
● Will lead to massive job losses
● A.I. will manipulate humans
● A.I. objectives likely not aligned with 

ours
● Smart A.I. can create even smarter A.I.

It will be great!!

● AI will amplify human abilities
● If we are smart enough to build it, we 

can control it
● Many new jobs will be created!
● GPT is nothing special
● A cat is way smarter than any LLM
● LLMs have no real understanding



Recap

● When deploying models in the real world, need to consider robustness
○ Benchmarks provide an upper bound of model performance

● Systems are susceptible to adversarial attacks
● Models struggle to learn long-tail phenomena
● Systems deployed in the real-world can exhibit/amplify biases

○ Challenging to define “fairness”
● AI promises wonderful, super-human capabilities but also potentially grave 

dangers
○ Growing concerns about AI safety as capabilities continue to advance
○ Significant disagreement!


